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Problem Statement

Conventional banks are now facing challenges in customer retention 

and customer attrition due to the rise of new modern banks such as 

digital-only banks as well as digital-payment platforms. 

In the face of such challenges, a manager at a European bank (France, 

Spain, Germany) is tasked to identify potential segments of high value 

customers that can be targeted for customer retention strateigies, 

utilizing its current existing database.

As the bank's marketing budget is limited, the key task is to

 Identify the right segments of high value customers

 Identify customer exit trends

 Enable he marketing team can chase the right targets, proactively 

create effective customer retention programs

 To improve customer loyalty, boost profiles while maximizing ROI.

5X
It can cost1 up to

more to attract a new 

customer than it does to 

retain an existing one

Increasing customer retention2

rate by 5% can boost profits

by 25-95%
Source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/jiawertz/2018/09/12/dont-spend-5-times-more-attracting-new-

customers-nurture-the-existing-ones/?sh=74083c445a8e



Dataset

The dataset consists of 14 columns in the original dataset. To 

predict customers of high potential, we will use the 11 

columns that are highlighted in blue below

• Row Number

• CustomerID

• Surname

• CreditScore

• Geography

• Gender

• Age

• Tenure

• Balance

• NumOfProduct

• HasCrCard

• IsActiveMember

• EstimatedSalary

• Exited

The dataset is retrived by Kaggle in csv form. It can be 

accessed at this link:

https://www.kaggle.com/mathchi/churn-for-bank-customers

https://www.kaggle.com/mathchi/churn-for-bank-customers


Data Definition Potential indicators

Gender Demographics variable. Male | Female Explore gender-specific trends

Age Refers to the customer's current age Explore age-specific activity. Older customers may be less prone to 

churn. Younger customers can be more easily churned

Geography Demographic variable on customer's location. Covering key 

European countries France, Spain, Germany,

Examine account balances by geography

Balance Refers to the customer's account balance with the bank Customers with higher balances may be less prone to churn

CreditScore Credit Score indicates customer's credit rating with the bank and 

defines their creditworthiness

Customers with higher/ healthier credit scores may be less prone to 

churn as they have established relationships with the bank

Tenure The number of years the customer has been with the bank Customers with longer tenure, may have inertia for churn

NumOfProduct Refers to the number of bank products that the customer has. This 

can refer to product such as credit cards, loans, insurance and 

investments

Customers with more products may be less prone to churn and have 

higher retention

HasCrCard Denotes whether a customer has a credit card with the bank Customers with credit cards may have higher bank balances or higher 

customer retention

IsActiveMember Active members refer to customers that have active & regular 

transactions with the bank, as opposed to dormant accounts with no 

activity

Customers who are active may have higher retention

EstimatedSalary Refers to a customer's estimated annual salary Customers with higher salary – examine retention/churn trend

Exited Whether the customer left the bank. Exit proportion may signify at-risk customer segments, or geographies 

at risk

Meta Data



Column Original Updated

HasCrCard

1 represent True

0 represents False

1 represents Yes

0 represents No
IsActiveMember

Exited

Data Cleaning
The data source includes 3 columns with true/false values 

that required a cleanup to ensure clarity of analysis

Data Source that required further segmentation
For data on CreditScore, it is noted that the credit score data runs from 300 –

850 but does not have a creditworthiness assessment attached to it. Following 

financial industry standards, credit scores are grouped into the following:

Source: 
https://www.nerdwallet.com/article/
finance/credit-score-ranges-and-
how-to-improve

Credit Score Credit Rating

300 - 629 Bad credit rating

630 - 689 Refers to the customer's current age

690 - 719 Good credit rating

720 - 850 Excellent credit rating

*
It is assessed that this segmentation will 

be done via tableau to allow deeper clarity 

in analysis for Credit Score

Data Review & Preparation



Understanding customers

This board gives us a view of the 

bank's highest value geography and 

highest value age-group customers

The analysis in this storyboard 

includes:

• Account balance by geography 

to assist us to identify the key 

geographies to focus on

• Gender ratio across 

customers to assess if there is a 

gender factor or skew nuance.

• Scatter plot and trendline for 

age x balance across geography 

to assess which are the key 

customer across age groups that 

are more valuable to the bank

https://public.tableau.com/shared/DXPQPMWFX?:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link
LINK

https://public.tableau.com/shared/DXPQPMWFX?:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link


Key findings: Customers

Prime Geographies

The chart shows that Germany and 

France represent the bulk of the bank's 

balances and hence are the prime 

geographies to focus customer retention 

strategies

Gender ratio

This illustrates that the bank's customer 

base has a close to equal split in gender 

ratio. From the dashboard, it can be seen 

the ratio is consistent across all three 

geographies

Account balance across age by geography

The trendline shows that account balances decreases as bank 

customer's age increase. The scatterplot shows that the bank's 

highest value customers with the largest bank balances are 

between age 27 – 50 years



Understanding customer potential 

This board gives us a view of the 

bank's existing customers that 

may represent potential to 

activate to increase retention

The analysis in this story board 

includes

• Active and non-active 

members with bank balance 

information

• Members with/ without credit 

cards, segmented by gender 

against bank balance

• Customers with bank products 

mapped against credit card

https://public.tableau.com/shared/2RP3JQMNY?:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_linkLINK

https://public.tableau.com/shared/2RP3JQMNY?:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link


Key Findings: Customer potential

Activity as a retention indicator
There is a surprisingly high number of 

inactive customers with the bank. This may 

indicate that this is not their primary bank 

account, have muted loyalty to the bank and 

can be easily churned. 

Focus must be made to improve activity 

in this customer segment

Untapped potential for retention
The highlighted section indicates customers with at 

least 1-2 bank products and hence have some affinity 

with the bank, but do not yet have a bank credit card. 

This represents untapped potential for increasing 

customer retention and making it easier for the 

customer to stay with the bank

Customers with 1-2 
bank products but no 

credit card

Conversion potential (credit card)
Credit card as a bank product is one of the 

clearest way to increase customer 

"stickiness" to the bank and hence 

retention. The gender ratios is generally 

well split, with no extreme gender skew

There is clear potential for credit card 

acquisition within the existing customer 

base.

Customers with 1-2 
bank products but no 

credit card



Locating our high value customers for targeting

Focusing on geography
Germany and France represent the bulk 

(~80%) of the bank balances. This is due to 

higher bank balance and higher number of 

customers

It can signify that high value customers 

are in these two georaphies.

Credit rating by geography
The credit score of the bank's existing customers 

is analyzed to identify the key customers 

with healthy credit scores as this represents a 

healthy lender value that the bank can 

focus customer retention efforts at with higher 

ROI. Cumulatively, the bank has significant 

groups of Fair-Excellent customers to target

Credit rating by gender
Male customers tend to form the larger 

proportion of those with fair-excellent credit 

ratings. Should there be limitations to 

budget, male customers can be prioritized in 

customer retention activities

https://public.tableau.com/shared/YZ4TNGCX6?:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link
LINK

Target customer groups 
with healthy credit 
ratings to maximise ROI 
on spend

https://public.tableau.com/shared/YZ4TNGCX6?:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link


Exit Analysis

Exit by Gender
Female customers have a 

higher exit rate than male 

customers.

Exit by geography & balance proportion
• France: Highest retention rate in view of balance

• Germany: highest exit rate despite larger balance

• Spain: Even though its share of balances is 

smallest compared to Germany & Frane, Spain 

exhibits the low exit rate and shows potential for 

retention

Untapped retention potential in tenure
Customers with 1-2 products make up most of the banks

customers. This trend remains the same despite length of 

tenure with the bank, which means customer loyalty can 

be low despite tenure. There is untapped potential to 

active and retain long tenure customers, or to revamp 

services to long tenure customers

https://public.tableau.com/shared/D3JK88FNN?:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link

Low 

exit 

rate

High 

exit 

rate

LINK

https://public.tableau.com/shared/D3JK88FNN?:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link


Recommendations

Activate dormant customers

Customers with little or no activity with the bank can be more easily 

churned as they do not maintain a regular relationship with the bank. 

Analysis shows that the bank has a significant untapped potential 

here. These include:

• Customers who are inactive but maintain a bank balance

• Customers with 1 product with the bank

• When selecting these customers, apply Fair-

Excellent credit score as well as age group 27-50 to filter 

down to higher value customers with healthy credit position to 

ensure maximum ROI in activation strategies

#1

Strategies

• Encourage Transaction Activity

Roll out an "Everyday Rebates" program to encourage activity in 

dormant/inactive customers. This can be in a form of achieving 

5 transactions/month to receive a percentage rebate on 

spending. Focus on daily transactions such as groceries, food, 

transport, to embed the bank in customer's everyday life

• Preferential rates for loans

Target customers with good credit scores and offer preferential 

loan transfer rates

• Personalized Wealth Planning

Target dormant customers with high bank balances and offer 

personalized wealth planning and free investment portfolio 

review to attract them towards taking on other products with the 

bank such as investment, estate planning,

Increase customer retention potential#2

Customers with more bank products (including credit cards) have 

higher retention potential, due to more financial relationships with the 

bank. Analysis shows that there is potential to convert more 

customers to take up credit cards, as well as increase number of 

bank products. This category includes;

• Customers with no credit card with the bank

• Customers with 1-3 product with the bank

• Customers with long tenures but only 1 product with the bank

• When selecting these customers, apply Fair-

Excellent credit score as well as age group 27-50 to filter 

down to higher value customers with healthy credit position to 

ensure maximum ROI in activation strategies

• Roll up a "Multiplier" Program

Offer higher bank interest rates to customers who take on 2 or 

more products with the bank, with interest rates boost stacking 

up with more bank products.

• Extending network factor

For customers with long tenures, while they can be easily 

churned, it also shows some level of customer inertia. To anchor 

their relationship with the bank, offer preferential plans for the 

customer's network, such as family savings plans, education 

plans, young saver plans, retirement savings plans, to widen the 

net capture to the customer's network

Strategies

#3 Reduce Churn / Exit

To customer segments that are at risk of exit, 

especially in Germany, customer retention activities in 

(1) and (2) will bolster retention. However, special 

focus must be spent on Germany's customer base 

which is showing a highest exit rate and hence a loss 

of market share.

• Bolster marketing & branding activities

To turn the tide on the wave of exits, the bank 

needs to reconsider how to increase relevance and 

awareness to its target customers. The Bank can 

consider relaunching its brand with a revamped 

positioning to its target customers.

• Offer aggressive credit limits and interest rates

In parallel with the brand relaunch, bank to tailor 

aggressive credit limits and attractive interest rates 

to kickstart a customer acquisition phase.

• Fuss-free retention activities

For customer groups that are at-risk of exiting, 

bank to consider rolling out promotional activities 

that are fuss-free for customers to engage in, such 

as higher interest rates for short-term fixed deposit 

and higher interest rates short-term savings plans

Strategies



Links to Tableau worksheet

LINK
https://public.tableau.com/views/CapstoneProject-MichelleLeong7AugFinal/STORY1?:language=en-
US&publish=yes&:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link

https://public.tableau.com/views/CapstoneProject-MichelleLeong7AugFinal/STORY1?:language=en-US&publish=yes&:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link

